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Appendix – The use of QCA in this study
Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) has since the mid-1990s quickly evolved as an accepted
research practice for the type of study presented in this paper, and has been applied in hundreds of
studies in the policy sciences in particular and the social sciences more generally (Rihoux & Ragin,
2009). The data analysis method (as approach and technique) may however be unfamiliar to some.
Therefore I briefly discuss how I have used QCA in the current study. I do so building on the
documented good practices in the literature and the stepwise approached for good QCA practice
provided in the handbooks by the key developers of the method (Ragin, 2008; Rihoux & Ragin, 2009;
Schneider & Wagemann, 2012). These handbooks are good further references for those unfamiliar
with the foundations of the method (which I will not dwell on here).

A.1

Appropriateness of applying QCA for this study

The existing literature on the phenomenon of interest (the outcomes of non-coercive collaborative
governance arrangements) presents mixed findings about what conditions (i.e., explanatory
variables) of this phenomenon are likely responsible for causing its outcomes (i.e., dependent
variables). For instance, Potoski and Prakash (2009) give much weight to the strictness of their
participation criteria and the enforcement of these. Strict rules, so goes their argument, may hinder
large numbers of participants, but lenient rules will not require them to take meaningful action.
Givens and Jorgenson (2013), on their turn, conclude that among others the disposable income per
capita is a good predictor for these arrangements’ outcomes. In reading the work of Van der Horst
and Vergragt (2006), then, it becomes clear that governments play a strong role in affecting these
arrangement’s outcomes as launching customer or as participant in them. In other words, whilst
scholars have pointed out a large number of conditions that may likely be of importance to
understand the performance of these arrangements, they have not yet uncovered and achieved
consensus on an accepted set of conditions (see further, Ansell & Gash, 2008; Borck & Coglianese,
2009; Van der Heijden, 2012).
Also, it has become clear that these conditions interact in affecting the performance of these
arrangements. For instance, non-coercive collaborative governance arrangements with similar
designs such as pay-per-plastic-bag fees (Ackerman, 1997), organic food labelling (Thøgersen, 2010),
building assessment classification and certification (Fowler & Rauch, 2006), and revolving loan funds
(Boyd, 2013) show different outcomes depending on how their design conditions interact with
contextual conditions (e.g., existing legislation, economic circumstances; Borck & Coglianese, 2009).
Even more, some studies indicate that a single design (e.g., building assessment classification and
certification) implemented in a number of similar contexts (e.g., the United States, Australia, the
United Kingdom) may nevertheless result in different outcomes due to the role of governmental
actors in these arrangements (Fowler & Rauch, 2006).
This all indicates that the outcomes of the phenomenon under scrutiny are likely caused by
different interacting conditions (i.e., conjunctural causation), that different (sets of interacting)
conditions may cause the similar outcome (i.e., equifinality), and that the presence of a (set of
interacting) condition(s) in the causal role of the outcome is of limited help in explaining the inverse
situation (that is, the causal role of the absence of the condition in the non-occurrence of the
outcome; i.e., asymmetry). QCA is chosen as a data analysis methodology because it that allows for
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‘unraveling causally complex patterns in terms of equifinality, conjunctural caustation, and
asymmetry’ (Schneider & Wagemann, 2012, 8). QCA differs from other data analysis methods in its
focus. ‘The key issue [for QCA] is not which variable is the strongest (i.e., has the biggest net effect)
but how different conditions combine and whether there is only one combination or several
different combinations of conditions (causal recipes) of generating the same outcome’ (Ragin, 2008,
114). QCA helps to trace patterns of association between these conditions in a highly systemised
manner and allows for systematic comparisons between observed units of the phenomenon of
interest (i.e., cross-case), whilst allowing for in-depth within-case understanding of the individual
observations (Rihoux & Ragin, 2009).
I have chosen fussy set QCA (fsQCA) as it allows for giving a rather precise insight in the
qualitative difference in my empirical data – i.e., the degree of presence or absence of a condition or
the outcome in the units of observation.1

A.2

The choice of outcomes and the conditions that may cause these

Outcome
In studying the outcomes of non-coercive collaborative governance arrangements I am particularly
interested in whether and how they have achieved meaningful numbers of participants, meaningful
numbers of goods and services produced under the arrangements, and meaningful spill-over effects
(this is a direct application of the 'formula' provided by Borck & Coglianese, 2009).
It is important to distinguish amongst the two ‘hard’ outcomes participants and goods and
services. Existing research points out that a high number of participants is no guarantee for a high
number of goods and services produced in an arrangement (Borck & Coglianese, 2009; Cashore,
Auld, & Newsom, 2004; Potoski & Prakash, 2009). It is further of relevance to address ‘soft’
outcomes such as spill-over effects. Spill-over effects refer to policy lessons that may be drawn from
these arrangements even when they do not result in ‘hard’ outcomes such as participants or
buildings (Petts, 2007). Spill-over effects may further be traced in the information flow from
participants to non-participants, and the normalisation of certain (intended) behaviour such
arrangements may achieve (Darnall & Sides, 2008; Lyon & Maxwell, 2007; Rogers & Weber, 2010).
These outcomes are widely accepted as measures for the performance of the arrangements I am
interested in (Borck & Coglianese, 2009; Cashore, et al., 2004; Potoski & Prakash, 2009). I have
operationalised these outcomes as follows:
 O1_PART2: The number of participants is a relatively easy outcome to measure. It is
countable and the data on participants is likely available from the administrators of an
arrangement.

1

The adjective “fuzzy” has a very specific meaning in QCA, and mathematics, philosophy, engineering and
computer science more generally (the term originated in the mathematics). It does not relate to the day-today understanding of fuzzy as something sloppy, superficial, or unclear. It however relates to the specific stage
of an united of observation. The fuzziness relates to the imprecise boundaries of this specific stage (cf.,
Schneider & Wagemann, 2012). For instance, even without specifying the clear crossover points there is a
qualitative difference between highly sustainable, moderately sustainable, conventional and un-sustainable
buildings (Bunz, Henze, & Tiller, 2006). Another term in QCA that may raise eyebrows is “truth table”. Again,
this term was not invented for QCA but taken from the discipline of logic. In QCA a truth table is used to
represent the various units of observations as causal recipes of conditions and outcomes.
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O2_GOSE: The number of goods and services provided under the arrangements also is a
relatively easy outcome to measure. I relate the outcomes to the goal of an arrangement.
For instance, if an arrangement seeks to assess the environmental and resource
sustainability of a building and certify the building according to its class then I consider the
number of certified buildings as measure for its outcome. Similarly, if an arrangement seeks
to change tenants behaviour in order to reduce energy consumption of offices then I
consider the amount of energy reduced compared to the stated benchmark (mostly the year
before the year of introduction of an arrangement) as a measure for its outcome.
O3_MEDIA: Spill-over effects are more difficult to measure. After all, it would imply a focus
on (a sample of all) non-participants in the arrangements in this study and a focus on goods
and services produced outside of these arrangements, which is too time consuming an
activity (cf., Darnall & Sides, 2008; Lyon & Maxwell, 2007). To gain some insight in the
potential spillover effects of the cases studied I have taken as a proxy measure the relative
media-attention in major building sector practitioner journals (open access, online
accessible) and on major sustainable building websites for all cases for each year from 2011
to 2013. This gives some insight into whether and to what extent non-participants could be
exposed to arrangements under scrutiny.

Conditions that may cause these outcomes
As discussed above, scholars have uncovered a wide set of conditions that (in interaction) may likely
cause (or prevent) a particular outcome of non-collaborative governance arrangements (see further,
Ansell & Gash, 2008; Borck & Coglianese, 2009; Van der Heijden, 2012). QCA is ideally suited to
combine different theoretical understandings and different previously observed conditions and
outcomes in an analysis (in this study I combine the ‘comprehensive’, ‘perspective’ and
‘conjunctural’ approaches for selecting conditions; see further, Rihoux & Ragin, 2009). This is what
seek to do in the current study. In particular I am interested in three clusters of conditions: those
related to the design of an arrangement, those related to the context of an arrangement, and those
related to the role of governmental actors in an arrangement (Van der Heijden, 2012, forthcoming,
2014). Building on the extant literature I have chosen the following conditions for further scrutiny
since they are considered to affect the outcomes of these arrangements:
 Conditions related to the design of an arrangement, and their expected causal direction:3
o CD1_GAIN: Financial gain. Arrangements may be designed to help participants
tapping into a new client base, or selling more products or services to their existing
clientele. The higher the financial reward, the higher the number of participants in
the arrangement and the higher the number of goods and services they produce
within the arrangement (Baron & Diermeier, 2007; Heyes & Maxwell, 2004).
This condition further includes cost savings. Arrangements may be designed to assist
participants reducing their costs of operation by participating in the arrangement,
2

The ‘codes’ relate to the terms used in the QCA analysis. “O” refers to outcome, “CD” to design condition,
“CC” to context condition, and “CG” to the role of government in an arrangement.
3
Please note, most of the conditions identified are from studies that do not distinguish in a particular
outcome, and are expected to have an impact on, predominantly the ‘hard’ outcomes (i.e., O1_PART, and
O2_GOSE). Spill-over effects (O3_MEDIA) have received very limited attention in the literature to date, and in
this study I explore whether the broad range of conditions (and combinations of these) are affecting this
particular outcomes.
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for instance through a sharing of information. The higher the costs savings the
higher the number of participants in the arrangement and the higher the number of
goods and services they produce within the arrangement (Croci, 2005; Potoski &
Prakash, 2005).4
o CD2_NONM: Non-monetary gain. Arrangements may be designed to award
participants in arrangement may a non-monetary manner. For instance, they may
build close networks with policymakers or other key-stakeholders in the sector, or
they may achieve public recognition. The higher the non-monetary gain the higher
the number of participants in the arrangement and the higher the number of goods
and services they produce within the arrangement (Darnall & Carmin, 2005; Delmas
& Terlaak, 2001).
o CD3_ALTR: Altruism. Arrangements may be designed to call on participants altruistic
motivations. For instance, they may clearly focus on the greater good (i.e., a
reduction of global resource use, a reduction of global greenhouse gas emissions)
the arrangement serves. The higher the focus on altruism the higher the number of
participants in the arrangement and the higher the number of goods and services
they produce within the arrangement (Kalinowski, Lynne, & Johnson, 2006; Wiser,
Fowlie, & Holt, 2001).
o CD4_LEAD: Showcasing leadership. Arrangements may be designed to award
participants for showcasing leadership in a non-monetary way. For instance, the
administrators of an arrangement seek high levels of media attention for leading
performance, or award the best performing participants in yearly awarding
ceremonies. The higher the focus on leadership the higher the number of
participants in the arrangement and the higher the number of goods and services
they produce within the arrangement (Borck, Coglianese, & Nash, 2008; Rivera & de
Leon, 2004).
o CD5_PARC: Participation criteria. Arrangements may have strict rules that seek high
levels of environmental and resource sustainability of participants’ goods and
services; or lenient rules that seek low or moderate levels of sustainability. Strict
criteria may make it more difficult for (prospective) participants to participate; low
criteria may ease participation. The lower these criteria the higher the number of
goods and services produced in the arrangements (Darnall & Carmin, 2005; Potoski
& Prakash, 2009).
o CD6_ENFO: Enforcement criteria. Arrangements may have strict or lenient
enforcement criteria to stimulate participants to perform according to the
participation criteria. Strict enforcement criteria may make it more difficult for
participants to meet the criteria of the arrangements; low enforcement criteria may
ease participation. The lower these criteria the higher the number of participants in
the arrangement and the higher the number of goods and services they produce
within the arrangements (Cashore, et al., 2004; Potoski & Prakash, 2009).
Conditions related to the context of an arrangement, and their expected causal direction:

4

Initially I had made a distinction between the ‘direct financial gain’ (e.g., tapping into a new client base) and
‘cost savings’, but later realised that this was a too fine-grained division for the QCA analysis. Because both
initial conditions consider the financial gains of participating I have merged them into one condition.
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CC1_AMBR: Ambitious statutory regulatory context for environmental and resource
sustainability. Arrangements may perform best in a context of highly ambitious
statutory environmental and resource sustainability. Individuals and organisations in
such a context may be more used to the goals these arrangements seek to serve,
and more willing to meet such goals. The more ambitious the statutory regulatory
context the higher the number of participants in the arrangement and the higher the
number of goods and services they produce within the arrangement (Dibden &
Cocklin, 2010; Thatcher & Coen, 2008).
o CC2_SOPR: Environmental awareness and activism. Arrangement may perform best
in a context where individuals and organisations are aware of a need towards
improved environmental and resource sustainability. As activists they may force
producers to provide goods and services with higher levels of environmental
performance; and as consumers they may ask for these (without showing a
willingness to pay for these – this condition is covered in CC3_DISI, below). Further,
in a context of strong awareness of a need towards improved environmental and
resource sustainability it may be considered the norm in a sector to participate in
the type of arrangements under scrutiny here. The higher this societal awareness
the higher the number of participants in the arrangement and the higher the
number of goods and services they produce within the arrangement (Briscoe &
Safford, 2008; Reid & Toffel, 2009).
o CC3_DISI: Disposable income per capita. Arrangements may perform best in a
context where individuals and organisations have sufficient disposable income to
pay for the additional costs that may be related for products with high levels of
environmental and resource sustainability. The higher the disposable income the
higher the number of participants in the arrangement and the higher the number of
goods and services they produce within the arrangement (Baughn, Bodie, &
McIntosh, 2007; Givens & Jorgenson, 2013).5
Conditions related to the role of government in an arrangement, and their expected causal
direction:
o CG1_INLE: Initiating or leading. Through leading and initiating roles governments
may ensure collaboration between groups of individuals and organisations, which
may improve the outcomes of arrangements. Governments in initiating or leading
roles arrangements may also provide legitimacy to arrangements in the eyes of
(prospective) participants and the larger public. The stronger the initiating and
leading roles of government the higher the number of participants in the
arrangement and the higher the number of goods and services they produce within
the arrangement (Davis, 2002; Sabel, Fung, Karkkainen, Cohen, & Rogers, 2000).
o CG2_GUAR: Guarding. Through guarding roles governments (enforcement in
particular) may ensure that participants and their goods and services meet the
participation criteria of arrangements. Strict enforcement may make it more difficult
for participants to meet the criteria of the arrangements; low enforcement may ease
participation. The more lenient enforcement the higher the number of participants

5

But note: willingness to pay is not yet evidenced to correlate with wealth (Knight & Messer, 2012). Here I
refer to the ability to pay.
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in the arrangement and the higher the number of goods and services they produce
within the arrangements (Bailey, 2008; Lyon, 2009).
CG3_ASSE: Assembling. Through assembling roles governments may ensure
synergies between different arrangements and their participants. They may further
ensure that an arrangement complements statutory regulation. The stronger these
assembling roles the higher the number of participants in the arrangement and the
higher the number of goods and services they produce within the arrangements
(Ansell & Gash, 2008; Pollak & Slominski, 2009).
CG4_FINS: Financial support. By financially supporting arrangements governments
may reduce the financial risks for (prospective) participants to participate. The
higher the financial support the higher the number of participants in the
arrangement and the higher the number of goods and services they produce within
the arrangements (Héritier & Eckert, 2008; Hertier & Lehmkuhl, 2008).
CG5_ANMS: Administrative or other non-monetary support. By administratively or
otherwise supporting arrangements (e.g., seeking media attention, distributing
information) governments may improve the day-to-day functioning of
arrangements. The more intense this administrative or other non-monetary support
the higher the number of participants in the arrangement and the higher the
number of goods and services they produce within the arrangements (Héritier &
Eckert, 2008; Hertier & Lehmkuhl, 2008).
CG6_LCPA: Launching customer or participant. As launching customer governments
may require that the goods and services they buy meet the requirements of
arrangements. They may also act as participants in these arrangements. The more
governments require that their goods and services meet the requirements of these
arrangements, or the more the more they act as participants the higher the number
of participants in the arrangement and the higher the number of goods and services
they produce within the arrangements (Hofman & De Bruijn, 2010; van der Horst &
Vergragt, 2006).

This set of 15 conditions is much larger than what the textbooks advice to use in QCA analysis. The
advised cut-off point for the size of this study (n=50+) is 4 to 8 conditions. Please note that I indeed
follow this advice for the individual clusters of design conditions (6 conditions that the current
literature considers to affect the outcomes of arrangements), context conditions (4 conditions), and
conditions related to the role of state actors in the arrangements (6 conditions). For the metaanalyses in this study (i.e., those were I compare conditions from different clusters) I have recoded
these to meet the 8 conditions cut-off point:
 Conditions related to the design of an arrangement:
o CD_1: Financial gain
o CD_NONM: Non-monetary gains, which is the function:
 CD3_NONM + CD4_ALTR + CD5_LEAD. 6
o CD_RULES: Arrangement rules, which are the functions:
 CD5_LEAD + CD6_PARC + CD7_ ENFO.
6

The “+” sign here refers to the “inclusive or”; i.e., the condition CD_MONG (monetary gains) is present if
CD1_GAIN (direct financial gain) is present, or if CD2_SAV (cost savings) is present, or if both CD1_GAIN and
CD2_SAV are present in the observed unit.
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A3

Conditions related to the context of an arrangement:
o CC1_AMBR: Ambitious statutory regulatory context for environmental and resource
sustainability
o CC2_SOPR: Societal pressure and awareness
o CC3_DISI: Disposable income per capita.
Conditions related to the role of government in an arrangement
o CC_OLDG: Old governance, which is the function:
 CG1_INLE + CG2_GUAR + CG3_ASSE.
o CC_GOVS: Government support, which is the function:
 CG4_FINS + CG5_ANMS + CG6_LCPA.
Calibration of observations

The strength of fsQCA as compared to other forms of QCA is that it allows for giving a rather precise
insight in the qualitative difference in the units of observation. In other words, it allows
distinguishing among different stages of these observations and compare sets of observations of a
particular stage with sets of observations of other stages. For instance, one set of observed
arrangements may have attracted a number of participants beyond the expectations of their
administrators, another set of arrangements may have attracted a number that is in line with such
expectations, yet another set may have attracted a number that falls short of such expectations, and
a final set may have attracted a number of participants that is futile when considered from originally
expected numbers.
Of course, when comparing arrangements such as I do here there is no precise number of
participants that provides a cut-off point for these different categories across all the cases studied.
One arrangement may have aimed for 10,000 participants, but only achieved 1,000; another may
have aimed for 50 participants and have achieved 60. From a qualitative point of view the latter is
more successful than the former, from a quantitative point of view it is not. Yet another
arrangement may have aimed to attract 20 per cent of the most ambitious developers in a country,
but has attracted 10 per cent of ambitious developers and 10 per cent of less ambitious ones (they
may for instance showcase free-rider behaviour). Where to put this latter arrangement on the scale?
In this example one can argue that the actual number of participants represents a
percentage of stated ambitions. But what to do with the qualitative difference between an
arrangements that has achieved close to 80 per cent of its stated ambitions over a ten year period,
and another arrangement that has achieved 50 per cent of its stated ambitions over a two year
period? For this relatively easy quantifiable observation (i.e., participants can be counted), I
encountered a range of such issues. Ambitions were stated in non-numerical terms (e.g., they stated
that they wanted to become the leading arrangement, or wanted to significantly change energy
consumption in offices in city X), they were lacking a time-frame of when to meet the stated
ambitions, or were lacking a benchmark to assess their performance (i.e., what does it mean that an
arrangement has attracted 100 participants if the pool of prospective participants is unknown). I
have aimed to solve these issues through interviews (i.e., how did a range of interviewees assess the
performance of an arrangement?), through assessing additional documentation on the
arrangements under scrutiny (i.e., how do third parties assess the performance of an arrangement?),
and by comparing the performance of the arrangements within the full pool of arrangements
studied.
7
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This is precisely what calibration of data in fsQCA implies. It asks the researcher to carefully
distinguish the various stages of their observations according to their qualitative differences and
carefully assign their data to these categories. Good fsQCA practice requires the researcher to be
clear about this calibration. Particularly to explain the two extremes of the observed data (i.e.,
maximum and minimum fit in a category), and the crossover point of the data (i.e., in what stage is
the data considered to have maximum ambiguity; that is, when is it as much in as out?) (Ragin,
2008; Rihoux & Ragin, 2009; Schneider & Wagemann, 2012). I have calibrated my data using a four
category qualitative scale as represented in table A1.7
Table A1 – Verbal description of membership scores of the data in qualitative categories
Qualitative symbol8 Fuzzy set value
++
1.00
+
0.67
0.33
-0.00

The observation is...
Fully in (i.e., in the highest stage observed)
More in than out
More out than in
Fully out (i.e., in the lowest stage observed)

For the various outcomes and conditions the extremes and crossover points in the data are set as
follows:9
 Observed outcomes:
o O1_PART: Number of participants. To construct a fuzzy set of participants in the
arrangements studied I have specified full membership as: meeting stated ambitions
in terms of participants. I have specified full non-membership as not attracting any
participants. The crossover point is set as not meeting half the number of
participants stated (in documentation or by interviewees).
To gain insight in the time-factor of achieving outcomes I have created a
second data-set in which I have corrected these scores for the time it took
arrangements to attract this number of participants. With the ‘oldest’ arrangement
studied being 20 years in operation I have given a bonus of one category up for
arrangements that performed well in terms of attracting participants in their first
five years of being in operation (i.e., those with scores of more in than out); and a
penalty of one category down for arrangements that performed poorly after having
been in operation for ten year or more (i.e., those with scored of more out than in).

7

Initially I used a six category qualitative scale to further distinguish in ‘almost fully in’ and ‘almost’ fully out.
Whilst the additional two categories were helpful in giving a more fine-grained insight in the data that is easily
quantifiable (i.e., the outcomes, and conditions such as gains and savings) this fine-grained scale was too
complicated to use for the more qualitative conditions (such as gaps in regulation, showcasing leadership).
8
To prevent confusion I use symbolic descriptors to represent the various stages of observation. Conventional
fsQCA practice is to use the fuzzy set values as descriptors, but I feel this may create too much of an illusion
that the data is quantified in the eyes of those less familiar with fsQCA.
9
This has been an iterative process. To take again the example of participants, initially I had specified the
highest stage observed as: meeting stated ambitions. When carrying out the research I quickly realised that
many arrangements have surpassed their stated ambitions, and that even in surpassing these ambitions a
distinction could be made in those that have ‘somewhat surpassed’ their ambitions and those that have
‘significantly surpassed’ their ambitions. I later included these two categories to allow for these specific stages
in the fuzzy set analyses.
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O2_GOSE: Number of goods and services. I followed the above line of reasoning,
including cross-over point, bonus and penalty. Thus, full membership represents
that stated ambitions are met; full non-membership is not having achieved and
goods or services at all; and, the crossover point is set at not meeting half the stated
ambitions in terms of products or services.
o O3_MEDIA: Spill-over effects. As discussed above, I have taken media attention as a
proxy. I have aimed to adjust media attention to reflect the locality or scale of an
arrangement. After all, the smaller the scale of an arrangement the less likely it is to
be addressed (multiple times) in leading media outlets. For instance, one of the
arrangements studied was a local Boston-based programme whilst another one is
applied throughout the United States and even in other countries. I have added a
weighting of 5 to each observed instance of media attention given to local
arrangements, 3 to regional arrangements, 2 to national arrangements and 1 to
international arrangement. This resulted in an average of 36 (weighted) mediaattention counts per arrangements. Interestingly, it appears that if an arrangement
generates media attention, it (quickly) attracts much media attention. Of the
arrangements with positive scores (i.e., any media attention at all, 38% of total
sample studied), only two arrangements showed average media attention, whilst
nine of these had generated media attention that was often three to ten times the
(weighted) average of all cases studied (i.e., 36 weighted counts of media attention).
I therefore have specified full membership as having generated at least ten times or
more the (weighted) average of media attention. Full non-membership represents
no observed instances of media attention. The crossover point is set relatively low at
halve of (weighted) average observations of media attention. This because of the
relatively large pool of arrangements with lower than (weighted) average
observations of media attention. I have applied time bonuses and penalties as per
O1_PART.
Conditions related to the design of an arrangement:
o CD1_GAIN: Financial gain. The qualitative categories for the direct financial gain
(including cost savings) participants may get from joining an arrangement and
producing goods and services within are constructed by combining data on
‘promised’ gains (i.e., how prospective gains are marketed by the administrators of
these arrangements) and ‘evidenced’ gains (i.e., how realised gains are marketed by
administrators and participants of these arrangements). Full membership represents
a marketed high certainty of achieving substantial financial gains when participating
based on evidence. More in that out membership represents a marketed promised
certainty of gains supplemented with evidence. More out than in represents a
marketed promise of gains when participating. Full non-membership represents a
full absence of a marketing of gains. The crossover point is the marketing of
promised high certainty of gains but without evidence to support this promise. I
have applied time bonuses and penalties as per O1_PART.
o CD2_NONM: Non-monetary gain. I followed the above line of reasoning, including
cross-over point, bonus and penalty. Thus, full membership represents a marketed
high certainty of achieving substantial non-monetary gain when participating based
on evidence; full non-membership represents a full absence of a marketing of non9
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monetary gains; and, the crossover point is the marketing of promised high certainty
of non-monetary gains but without evidence to support this promise.
CD3_ALTR: Altruism. I followed the above line of reasoning, including cross-over
point, bonus and penalty. Thus full membership represents a strong marketing of
the greater good participants serve when joining an arrangement supported with
evidence (i.e., a reduction of global resource use, a reduction of global greenhouse
gas emissions). Full non-membership represents and a full absence of mentioning
this greater good in the marketing of the arrangements. The crossover point is set at
a mere mentioning of participating for the greater good, but without an explanation
of how participants help to, for instance, reduce global greenhouse gas emissions or
resource consumption.
CD4_LEAD: Showcasing leadership. To construct a fuzzy set for this condition I
considered how administrators of arrangements reward and market leadership. Full
membership represents a focus on national or global leadership combined with
marketing of leading practice or awarding of leading practice through, for instance,
yearly awarding ceremonies. More in than out represents a focus on regional or
local leadership combined with marketing or awarding of such leadership. More out
than in represents a focus leadership in the marketing of an arrangement, but an
absence of marketing or awarding actual leadership by participants. Fully nonmembership represents a full absence of a focus on leadership in the marketing of
an arrangement. The crossover point of this condition is the marketing of bestpractices as opposed to local, national or international leadership. I have applied
time bonuses and penalties as per O1_PART.
CD5_PARC: Participation criteria. I followed the above line of reasoning, including
cross-over point, bonus and penalty. Thus, full membership represents that
participants are required to perform significantly beyond the requirements of public
law and regulation (e.g., to achieve double the statutory requirement, or to show
high level performance in an area that is not yet addressed through statutory
regulation). More in than out represents that participants are required to perform
well beyond the requirements of public law and regulation (e.g., to achieve more
than the statutory requirement, or to show unspecified performance in an area that
is not yet addressed through statutory regulation). More out than in represents that
participants are required to perform just beyond the requirements of public law and
regulation. 10 Full non-membership represents a full absence of criteria. The
crossover point of this condition is set at criteria that only require performance that
is marginally better than what is required by law and regulation.
CD7_ENFO: Enforcement criteria. The qualitative categories reflect the strictness of
enforcement in terms of who enforces, how enforcement is carried out, and what
evidence results from enforcement. Full-membership represents strict enforcement;
for instance third-party enforcers, a documented enforcement process, and the
awarding of a certificate at the end of the process. More in than out represents
medium enforcement; for instance, administrator enforcement and documented

10

Please note, an arrangement may for instance seek to ease or stimulate compliance with statutory
regulation.
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proof of compliance at the end of the process. More out that in represents a weak
enforcement process; for instance, participant self-enforcement. Full nonmembership represents the absence of enforcement. The crossover point of this
condition is set at administrator enforcement without documented proof of
compliance at the end of the enforcement process.
Conditions related to the context of an arrangement:11
o CC1_AMBR: Ambitious statutory regulatory context for environmental and resource
sustainability. To construct a fuzzy set for this condition I have combined data from
Etsy and Porter’s (2005) environmental regulatory regime index and the Yale Center
for Environmental Law & Policy’ (2014) environmental performance index. This
allows for a slight correction of the time-bias in both indexes. Table A2 below
explains how I have combined the data.

Table A2 – Combined data from Etsy and Porter’s (2005) and Yale Center for Environmental Law &
Policy’ (2014)
Country

Etsy and Porter (2005)
Yale (2014)
Combined score**
Ranking As % from top*
Ranking As % from top*
Top country
1
100%
1
100%
100%
Singapore
3
87%
4
92%
80%
Netherlands
4
86%
11
86%
74%
Australia
16
70%
3
93%
65%
United States
14
72%
33
72%
52%
Malaysia
38
40%
51
61%
24%
India
55
24%
155
22%
5%
Bottom country 71
0%
178
0%
0%
* The percentages reflect country scores as percentage of the difference between the top country
and the bottom country in the two indexes.
** The score-percentages from the two indexes multiplied.

o

The resulting data ranking reflects comparable rankings of these countries
resulting from studies on statutory regulation of energy requirements for buildings
from studies by the European Council for an Energy Efficient Economy (Janda, 2009)
and the World Bank (Liu, Meyer, & Hogan, 2010).
Full membership represents countries with a combined score of 75% or
higher (i.e., Singapore and the Netherlands). Full non-membership reflects countries
with a combined score of 15% or lower. The crossover point of this condition is set
relatively low at a combined score of 30%.
CC2_SOPR: Environmental awareness and activism. This condition proved to be
difficult to calibrate. Whilst there is some cross-country data available on public
perceptions of climate change and environmental risks the data is often from
surveys that are patchy and difficult to compare (Nisbet & Myers, 2007; Pidgeon,

11

In constructing fuzzy sets for context conditions I have addressed qualitative differences on country level. It
could be argued that for the particular conditions that I include regional differences may matter as well. For
instance, the difference in household income between rural and urban areas, particularly in the Asian
countries in this study, can be considerable (Volker Kreya et al., 2012).
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2012). To construct a fuzzy set, I have combined a wide range of cross country data
on awareness of and knowledge on environmental problems (BBC, 2007; Knight &
Messer, 2012; OECD, 2013; WVS, 2009), environmental risk perception (HSBC
Climate Partnership, 2009), environmental concern (Nielsen, 2011; PewResearch,
2013; Pugliese & Ray, 2009), environmental attitudes (Hirsh, 2014; Marquart-Pyatt,
2012a; McCrae & Terranciano, 2005; Milfont & Duckitt, 2010), and environmental
activism (Broadbent & Brockman, 2011; Carter, 2007; Marquart-Pyatt, 2012b;
Vaughn Switzer, 2003). Based on this data I have clustered the Netherlands in the
full membership category; I have clustered Australia, Malaysia, Singapore and the
United States in the more in than out category; and I have clustered India in the
more out than in category. I have not set a crossover point for this condition due to
the ambiguity of the data.
o CC3_DISI: Disposable income per capita. To construct a fuzzy set for this condition I
have used data from the United Nations (2013) Human Development Report, table 6.
This table ranks countries according to their Human Development Index (HDI), which
includes measurements of citizens’ income and standards of living among other
factors. Full membership represents a HDI rank in the top 5% (i.e., Australia, the
United States, the Netherlands). Full non-membership represents a HDI rank in the
bottom 50%. The crossover point for this condition is set relatively high at the top
15% of the ranking (i.e., this places Malaysia in the more out than in category; and
India is in the full non-membership category).
Conditions related to the role of government in an arrangement:
o CG1_INLE: Initiating or leading. To construct a fuzzy set for this condition I have
considered how governments are involved in the arrangements. Full membership
represents sole governmental involvement in initiating and administrating an
arrangement. More in than out represents sole governmental involvement in
initiating an arrangement. More out than in represents equal involvement in the
initiating of arrangements of governmental and non-governmental actors. Full nonmembership represents the absence of government involvement. The crossover
point of this condition is set at dominance of governmental involvement in this role.
o CG2_GUAR: Guarding. The qualitative categories represent how strict governments
enforce the arrangements they have initiated or those they administer. Full
membership represents strict enforcement; for instance enforcement is carried out
by governmental actors, a documented enforcement process, and the awarding of a
certificate other form of (non-)compliance evidence at the end of the process. More
in than out represents medium enforcement; for instance, enforcement is carried
out by governmental actors, but that there is no clear documented trail of such
enforcement actions. More out than in represents weak enforcement; for instance,
the relying on self-enforcement by participants. Full non-membership represents no
enforcement. The crossover point is set at the reliance of enforcement
documentation supplied by participants (i.e., enforced self-regulation).
o CG3_ASSE: Assembling. The qualitative criteria represent how active governments
are in assembling roles. Full membership represents high activity; for instance
ensuring that arrangements add to existing regulation and the active creation of
synergies can be created with other arrangements and their participants. More in
12
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o

o

o

than out represents medium activity; for instance ensuring that arrangements do
not conflict with existing regulation and other arrangements. More out than in
represents low activity; for instance a sole focus on ensuring that arrangements do
not conflict with existing regulation. Full non-membership represents no assembling.
The crossover point is set at the focus on creating synergies between arrangements.
CG4_FINS: Financial support. To construct a fuzzy set for this condition I have
considered how much financial support governments provide (e.g., direct subsidies,
rebates and tax incentives). Full membership represents significant to full financial
support for the activities undertaken by its participants (where data allows, this
implies 75-100% of these costs). More in than out represents some financial support
for these activities (where data allows, this implies 30-75% of these costs). More out
than in represents token financial support for these activities (where data allows,
this implies 0-30% of these costs). Full non-membership represents no financial
support for these activities. The crossover point is set relatively low at token
support.
CG5_ANMS: Administrative or other non-monetary support. To construct a fuzzy set
for this condition I have considered how much administrative of other support
governments provide. Full membership represents significant support; for instance,
full administrative support, and the managing of data resulting from the
arrangement or the active marketing of the arrangement (e.g., media attention).
More in than out represents medium support; for instance dominant roles of
government in the administration, and data management or outreach of
arrangements, but in collaboration with non-governmental actors. More out than in
membership represents weak support; for instance, non-dominant government
activity in this role. Full non-membership represents no government support. The
crossover point is set at dominant government involvement.
CG6_LCPA: Launching customer or participant. The qualitative criteria represent how
active governments are in assembling roles. Full membership represent high activity;
for instance, government as dominant participants or customers of an arrangement
as a result of mandatory participation or procurement. More in than out represents
medium activity; for instance, mandatory participation or procurement criteria (but
no government dominance in an arrangement’s participants or customers). More
out than in represents low activity; for instance, preferred participation or
procurement. Full non-membership represents no government role. The crossover
point is set at specified requirements for governments to participate in, or require
their suppliers to participate in specific arrangements.
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